UNIT 1 QUESTIONNAIRE

1. - Under what factors of circumstances could we generally differentiate the presence of a determined legal sector or area in the heart of the legal system unity?

2. - What is Labour Law? What does it regulate?

3. - Was Labour Law the legal system sector that initially regulated hired-hand and dependent working relations? Please, give reasons for your answer.

4. - Was the employment contract the regulator contract for working relations between employers and employees since the implementation of the capitalist production system? Please, give reasons for your answer.

5. - Briefly describe the decisive factors that led to the emergence of Labour Law throughout the history.

6. - Regarding the factors that determined the appearance of Labour Law:
   a) What are the consequences that derived from the so called “industrial revolution” in the production relations?
   b) In what aspects did the so called “social malfunction” of the common or civil law appear?

7. - Regarding the factors that determined the appearance of Labour Law:
   a) How did the labour movement influence the appearance of Labour Law?
   b) Aspects where the State intervention influenced the working relations.